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Abstract: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
implemented a frequently asked questions (FAQs) program[1] to address issues related to the 
transition of pilot plants to the risk-informed, performance-based rule 10 CFR 50.48(c) partially 
endorsing National Fire Protection Association Standard 805.  In this program, the NRC and industry 
are resolving questions related to both prescriptive fire protection and fire probabilistic risk 
assessment (PRA).  These fire PRA FAQs span much of the field, addressing fire ignition frequencies 
and the counting of components, aspects of fire damage assessments from high-energy bus duct faults 
and large oil fires in main feedwater pumps, manual suppression, and electrical circuit hot short 
evaluations.  This paper will focus on the interim solution of the fire PRA FAQ on manual 
suppression[2].  This FAQ modifies the approach put forth in NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1011989) by 
allowing greater credit to early suppression by nuclear power plant personnel, beyond the full fire 
brigade credited in NUREG/CR-6850. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) 
implemented a frequently asked questions (FAQs) program to address issues related to the transition 
of pilot plants to the risk-informed, performance-based rule in Title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (10 CFR) 50.48(c) partially endorsing National Fire Protection Association Standard 805, 
“Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Electric Generating 
Plants.”  In this program, the NRC and nuclear power industry are resolving questions related to both  
prescriptive fire protection and fire probabilistic risk assessment (PRA).  These fire PRA FAQs span 
much of the field, addressing fire ignition frequencies and the counting of components, aspects of fire 
damage assessments from high-energy bus duct faults and large oil fires in main feedwater pumps, 
manual suppression, and electrical circuit hot short evaluations due to fire damage.  This paper will 
address the interim solution of the fire PRA FAQ on manual suppression, FAQ 08-0050 (hereafter 
referred to as FAQ 50).    
 
NUREG/CR-6850, “EPRI/NRC-RES Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power Facilities”[3], 
depicts the approach used to characterize the probability of manual nonsuppression and provides an 
event tree that describes the treatment of prompt, automatic, and manual detection and suppression1.  
Manual suppression in this event tree refers to the manual actuation of fixed suppression systems and 
suppression by the fire brigade.   
 
The suppression time in NUREG/CR-6850 is a key factor in predicting the likelihood of suppressing 
the fire before damage occurs.  NUREG/CR-6850 defines suppression time as the time interval 

                                                
∗ The e-mail of the lead author, J.S. Hyslop, is js.hyslop@nrc.gov.  This paper was prepared by an employee and 
contractor of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  It presents information that does not represent an 
official staff position.  The NRC has neither approved nor disapproved its technical content. 
1 Appendix P, Figure P-1, pg. P-4. 



between the arrival of the on-site fire brigade and the suppression of the fire, since the fire brigade is 
likely to respond to the large fires that are expected to play a prominent role in fire risk. 
 
Since PRA addresses the failure of manual suppression, the model for the probability of 
nonsuppression for time t is given by the following equation: 
  
 Pns(t) = Pr(Tsupp ≥ t) = e – λ t (1) 
 
NUREG/CR-6850 defines the time available for manual suppression as the time to damage minus the 
time to detection minus the fire brigade response time, i.e. <Tdamage> − <Tdet> − <Tfb> where <  > 
refers to the mean value.  Thus, the probability of damage is as follows: 
 
 Pdamage = Pns(<Tdamage> − <Tdet> − <Tfb>) = Pr(Tsupp ≥ [<Tdamage> − <Tdet> − <Tfb>])  (2) 
 
At the boundary condition (i.e., when the time available to suppress the fire before damage occurs is 
zero), the time to damage is as follows: 
 
 <Tdamage> = <Tdet> + <Tfb>  (3) 
 
Thus, no credit is given for manual fire suppression until the on-site fire brigade arrives.   
 
NUREG/CR-6850 describes methods to compute <Tdamage> and <Tdet>.  The time for the fire brigade 
to arrive on scene and begin applying suppressant, <Tfb>, accommodates plant-specific differences in 
locations of the fires.  The constant rate, λ, is calculated by dividing the number of events 
characterizing the particular nonsuppression probability by the overall suppression time associated 
with those events.  The manual nonsuppression probability is divided into different bins based on 
either fire location or fire source type.  The bins that contain separate manual nonsuppression 
probabilities are for fires related to (1) the control room, (2) transients, (3) welding, (4) flammable 
gas, (5) turbine generators, (6) electrical cabinets and pumps, (7) high-energy arcing faults, (8) oil, 
and (9) pressurized-water reactor (PWR) containments.  These fire events are contained in the EPRI 
Fire Events Database, which was modified for the NUREG/CR-6850 project. 
 
The original NUREG/CR-6850 approach was intended to allow for the adjustment of manual 
suppression effectiveness based on plant- and scenario-specific factors.  In practice, by subtracting the 
brigade response time from the time available for manual suppression, that approach gave little or no 
credit to manual suppression during the first 10–15 minutes of a fire for many typical fire scenarios.  
That result was not consistent with the event data, which show that many fires are rapidly suppressed.  
The key factor not accounted for in the original approach is that plant personnel other than the full fire 
brigade often suppress fires.  These personnel may be present when the fire starts, may happen upon 
the fire during its early stages, or may respond initially to the fire to confirm that it exists.  Based on 
early fire PRA applications, it became clear that a revised and more realistic approach was needed. 
 
2. REVISED GENERIC MANUAL NONSUPPRESSION APPROACH IN 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION 50 
 
A new approach, shown in Figure 1, permits credit for manual suppression as soon as the fire is 
detected.  This credit is valid since, as noted above, general plant personnel suppress many fire events 
before the full fire brigade arrives.  Thus, this approach removes the conservatism from NUREG/CR-
6850, which requires that the full fire brigade be on site to receive credit for manual suppression. 

 



Figure 1:  Revised Conceptual Timeline for FAQ 50 on Manual Nonsuppression 
 

 
 
 
As indicated, Tsupp in NUREG/CR-6850 began once the fire brigade responded.  Under this new 
approach, Tsupp begins at the time the fire is detected.  In this revised approach, t in Pns(T ≥ t) is 
replaced by the estimated time to damage minus the estimated time to detect the fire, i.e., 
t = <Tdamage> − < Tdet>.  This difference represents the estimated time available to suppress the fire.  
 
Thus, the following represents the probability of fire-induced damage using this refined solution: 

 
 Pdamage = Pns(<Tdamage> − <Tdet>) = Pr(Tsupp ≥ [<Tdamage> − <Tdet>])  (4) 
 
Since Tsupp now includes the fire brigade response time, <Tfb> is no longer subtracted from the time 
available until damage.  To support this shift in the interpretation of Tsupp, data entered in the “fire 
duration” field of the fire events database, which generally represents the time from detection until 
extinguishment, is now taken as the suppression time.  From a review of fire brigade suppression 
events, the time entered in the duration field generally includes the fire brigade response time.  The 
analysis no longer uses the “suppression time” field in the database, since the definition of this field 
may not have been clear to those reporting the events and the reporting of this datum is far less 
consistent than is the reporting of the fire duration.  As indicated, this adjustment removes 
conservatism from the current NUREG/CR-6850 approach. 
 
This revised analysis used nearly the same number of events as considered in NUREG/CR-6850, but 
it did remove four fire events that the NUREG/CR-6850 analysis included.  Three incidents occurred 
in areas (two events in a service building and one event in a steam generator construction area)  
outside the scope of this reanalysis.  A single incident was removed since it appears to have 
duplicated another incident report based on identical event descriptions.  In addition to these four 
removals, one event was transferred from the analysis of electrical fires to that of oil fires since the 
associated description and data are more consistent with an oil fire.   
 
From a review of the data, about 75 percent of the events in the original analysis in NUREG/CR-6850 
used the data from the fire duration field because the suppression time field had been left blank in the 
event report or the same value had been reported in both fields.  Hence, for these events, the FAQ 50 
analysis actually used the same time as the NUREG/CR-6850 analysis.  Thus the constant rate, λ, in 
the revision is somewhat similar to that in NUREG/CR-6850; however, the time available for 
suppression is now interpreted differently.  Table 1 shows the result of the analysis. 



 
 

Table 1:  Data Set Size and Suppression Rate Results for Original Analysis 
 versus Revised FAQ 50 Solution

  
Original Analysis of 
NUREG/CR-6850 

Revised  
Analysis for FAQ 50 
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Turbine generator 
fires 

21/21 749 0.028 846 0.025 

Control room 6/6 18 0.333 18 0.333 

PWR containment 3/3 23 0.130 40 0.075 

Outdoor 
transformers 

14/14 373 0.038 390 0.036 

Flammable gas 5/5 195 0.026 197 0.025 

Oil fires 36/36 404 0.089 474 0.076 

Cable fires 5/5 21 0.238 31 0.161 

Electrical fires 114/113 942 0.121 1113 0.102 

Welding fires 19/18 99 0.192 106 0.188 

Transient fires 24/22 199 0.121 174 0.126 

High-energy arcing 
faults 

3/3 239 0.013 276 0.011 

All fires 2452/246 3,113 0.079 3,670 0.067 
 
 
The revised analysis maintained the specific bin categories (e.g., control room, oil, turbine generator) 
developed for NUREG/CR-6850.  Application of the parameters in Table 1 results in the revised 
nonsuppression curves for FAQ 50 shown in Figures 2 and 3 below.  For all but transient fires, the 
probability of nonsuppression either remains the same or is reduced as a result of the revised 
approach.  For the transient fires, the increase is only 4%. 
 

                                                
2 The nonsuppression analysis of “all fires” in the original NUREG/CR-6850 excluded events from the cable fire 
bin.  Thus, the total number of events taken from individual suppression analyses in the original NUREG/CR-
6850 is 250; however, the number of events used in the “all fires” curve is only 245. 



Figure 2:  Nonsuppression Probabilities for Source Groupings 
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Figure 3:  Nonsuppression Probabilities for Source Groupings (continued) 
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Figure 4 demonstrates the potential conservatism of NUREG/CR-6850 for a typical suppression curve 
(electrical cabinets and pumps).  As the fire brigade response time increases from 10 to 15 to 
20 minutes, the manual nonsuppression probabilities related to NUREG/CR-6850 grow successively 
larger than those under the FAQ 50 solution.  As seen from Figure 4, the FAQ 50 solution has the 
largest impact on nonsuppression probability for fires which produce damage rather quickly. 
 



Figure 4:  Comparison of Nonsuppression Probabilities for Electrical Fires Using the FAQ 50 
and NUREG/CR-6850 Approaches, with Different Fire Brigade Response Times for 

NUREG/CR-6850 
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Limitations do exist in the FAQ 50 solution for manual nonsuppression.  First, application of this 
FAQ solution requires conditions that are suitable for personnel other than the fire brigade to enter the 
fire-affected room.  For example, general plant personnel are not generally expected to enter a room 
with a fixed gaseous fire suppression system, unless the system can be isolated.  Furthermore, credit 
should not be taken for manual actuation of a fixed system when crediting manual suppression in this 
FAQ, unless a plant-specific analysis can prove that such credit is appropriate. 
 
3.  SCENARIO-SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENT FOR FAQ 50 
 
Since this revised approach does not adjust the fire brigade time for plant-specific locations as in 
NUREG/CR-6850, researchers also developed an adjustment for scenario-specific fire brigade 
responses to address cases where the fire brigade response varies substantially from the plant average 
response time of the brigade. This adjustment takes the following form: 
 

 Pns(t) = Fns,i(t · Cs) = exp[-λ(t · Cs)] (5) 
 
where Fns,i(t · Cs) is the exponential function for the appropriate nonsuppression curve from Figure 2 
or 3, λ is the corresponding mean suppression rate (1/time) from Table 1, and Cs is a scenario-specific 
adjustment factor where: 
 

 Cs = 1 −  
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

+
−

−−

−−

TT

TT

tfbsfb

tfbsfb
 (6) 

 
<Tfb-s> is the scenario-specific fire brigade response time, and <Tfb-t> is the plant average fire brigade 
response time.  This correction factor is applied to the earlier derived suppression curves generally, 
even though the data often consist of suppression by personnel without the full fire brigade. 
 



This correction factor has several characteristics: 
 
• If the scenario-specific fire brigade response is faster than a typical response (i.e., <Tfb-s> is 

less than <Tfb-t>), then Cs > 1 (i.e., the effective time available for manual suppression is 
increased, thereby reducing the probability of nonsuppressiion). 

 
• If the scenario-specific fire brigade response is slower than a typical response (i.e., <Tfb-s> is 

greater than <Tfb-t>), then Cs < 1 (i.e., the effective time available for manual suppression is 
decreased, thereby increasing the probability of nonsuppression). 

 
• If the scenario-specific fire brigade response is the same as a typical response (i.e., <Tfb-s> 

equals <Tfb-t>), then Cs = 1 (i.e., there is no adjustment). 
 
The correction factor (Cs) is not based on a first-principles analysis.  Rather, the factor was derived 
largely on an empirical basis in order to achieve the desired behavior.  The objective was to create a 
relatively straight-forward correction factor that adjusted the available time to reflect fire brigade 
responses that were either faster or slower than the typical case.  Additional desirable characteristics 
of the adjustment include the following items: 

 
• The magnitude of the adjustment should not be excessive for any cases.  The objective for the 

interim position (e.g., pending additional validating research) was to allow for modest 
changes from generic values to reflect scenario-specific conditions. 

 
• The adjustment factor should reflect that small differences in response time are generally 

more significant if the typical response time is small than if the typical response time is large.  
For example, a 5-minute difference in brigade response time is more significant to the overall 
fire behavior when the brigade response occurs within a 10–15 minute timeframe than it is if 
the brigade response occurs within a 30–35 timeframe. 

 
• The adjustment factor should never be less than or equal to zero (that is, Cs > 0 for all cases).  

If Cs ≤ 0 for a given case, then no credit would be given to manual fire suppression regardless 
of the time available before fire damage occurs. 

 
• Even if the fire brigade response time exceeds the time available for suppression, the 

probability of nonsuppression should still reflect the potential that other plant personnel may 
intervene and suppress the fire.  This characteristic is consistent with the intent of the original 
FAQ. 

 
• The correction factor should work for all practical cases without the need for additional rule 

sets to limit its application or correct anomalous results. 
  

The form of the adjustment factor derives from common temperature normalization forms used in 
heat transfer, especially when dealing with various conduction and convection problems where 
temperature differences tend to dominate the solution.  This form provides all of the desired 
characteristics listed above. 
 
For a 15-minute average fire brigade response (<Tfb-t>) at a plant, Figure 5 illustrates the effect of this 
correction factor for four different fire brigade scenario responses (i.e., <Tfb-s> = 8 minutes, 16 
minutes, 24 minutes, and 32 minutes) on the electrical fire nonsuppression curve. 



Figure 5:  Effect of Correction Factor on Nonsuppression Probability for Electrical Fires for 
Various Scenario-Specific Fire Brigade Responses; 15-Minute Average Fire Brigade Response 
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4. DATA ISSUES 
 
The quality and completeness of the available fire event data limit both the original NUREG/CR-6850 
approach and the interim solution offered under FAQ 50.  The original NUREG/CR-6850 approach 
was intended to provide a method that would readily reflect scenario-specific factors, including in 
particular, the accessibility of the fire location as characterized by the fire brigade response time.  The 
FAQ 50 method retains this ability, but the degree of adjustment is less pronounced.  Overall, the 
FAQ solution reproduces the actual event data more realistically than did the original approach. 
 
Two primary data limitations impacted the original approach.  First, only about 25 percent of the fire 
events used in the analysis actually reported a fire suppression time that was distinct from the total fire 
duration.  The majority of events either only reported the total fire duration or gave the same time for 
both database fields.  If a distinct fire suppression time was not reported, then the original analysis 
applied the fire duration time.  Second, many event reports do not explicitly state the entity that 
actually suppressed the fire.  For the larger, longer duration fires, it is often clear that the fire brigade 
suppressed the fire3.  For the more common smaller, shorter duration fires, the entity that actually 
suppressed the fire is typically more difficult to determine.  The original analysis did not give explicit 
credit to manual suppression by general plant personnel except in the case of a fire watch, which is 
credited via the “prompt suppression” success path in the fire suppression event tree.  As a result, the 
overall method was conservative and, in practice, did not represent the actual event data well.    
 
The development of risk methods always requires the achievement of balance.  Detail and flexibility 
are both desirable traits, as are direct and simple solutions.  However, these traits often conflict since 
simple, direct solutions often lack the flexibility to deal with scenario-specific details.  The original 
analysis approach was intended to provide a higher level of detail, while the FAQ 50 approach is 
more direct and simple although it still retains some ability to adjust to scenario-specific conditions.  
In the longer term, a more sophisticated approach that would more clearly distinguish scenario-
specific conditions would be a desirable complement to the direct and simple FAQ 50 approach, but 
better event data will be needed to support the development of such an approach. 

                                                
3  For some of the longer duration fires, the database indicates that the fire brigade applied portable 
extinguishers, rather than hose streams. 



 
For example, a more sophisticated approach might treat suppression by general personnel and by the 
fire brigade as distinct processes that operate in parallel but that are most effective at different times in 
a fire scenario.  General plant personnel are most likely to succeed during the earliest stages of a fire 
event, and their incremental probability of success likely falls off quickly the longer a fire grows 
without intervention.  In contrast, the involvement of the fire brigade in most fires is likely to be 
delayed by several minutes at least, but the incremental probability of success likely increases quickly 
within the first few minutes of the brigade’s arrival on the scene.  The analysis team that worked on 
FAQ 50 concluded that longer term research would be needed to achieve a more sophisticated model 
and that, as an interim solution, the direct and simple approach was also the most realistic choice. 
 
Fire PRA methods construct two competing timelines; one characterizing fire growth and damage, 
and the second characterizing fire intervention, i.e., detection and suppression.  Increasing the level of 
detail in these two timelines could increase the overall accuracy of the fire PRA calculations.  
However, the timelines constructed must ultimately be proven generally valid; this is typically done 
through a benchmarking exercise.  The two most commonly applied benchmarking resources are 
actual experience (event data) and experiments.  In the case of the fire growth and damage timeline, 
actual experience provides a poor basis for benchmarking because fire event reports provide little 
basis for reconstructing those aspects of the fire event.  In lieu of actual events, the fire growth and 
damage timeline is typically benchmarked against a relatively large set of well-characterized 
experiments.  Unfortunately, there is no corresponding experimental basis for benchmarking the fire 
intervention timeline, and the development of such an experimental data set is unlikely, given that the 
use of human subjects in large-scale fire experiments is rather problematic.  
 
The alternative for benchmarking fire intervention is the use of fire event data.  Unfortunately, given 
the state of the existing fire event data, reconstruction of the fire intervention timeline is often quite 
difficult.  Certain event times are almost universally reported.  For example, almost every fire event 
report states when the initial signs of a fire were observed or reported (i.e., fire detection time) and 
when an event was declared to be over (i.e., exiting from an alert condition).  Beyond that however, 
event time reporting is spotty at best. 
 
With more complete reporting of fire events, these limitations could be resolved.  If future event 
reports would include certain key events and times, then benchmarking of a more sophisticated 
manual suppression model would become far more feasible.  Event information of interest would 
include the time that the fire is first observed, the type of person (e.g., maintenance staff, auxiliary 
operator, or fire watch) who first observed the fire, the first observer’s response, the time that the fire 
is first attacked, who initiated the first attack, what means of attack were employed, the impact of the 
attack (e.g., suppressed, fire growth retarded, no effect), the time that first brigade member arrived on 
scene, the time that fire brigade team was assembled on scene, the time taken to assess the fire 
situation, the time and manner of initial brigade attack, the time that the fire was brought under 
control, and the time that the fire was extinguished4.  Note that the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory 
Research (RES) and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), under a memorandum of 
understanding, have initiated a separate project beyond that attributed to this FAQ to improve fire 
event reporting and the quality of the fire events database.  This work should lead to more complete 
reporting of fire events and a higher quality of event characterization. 
 

                                                
4 Depending on the scenario, these characteristics of the fire intervention timeline may not be distinct.  Also, all 
may not be relevant. 



5.  CONCLUSION 
 
The original NUREG/CR-6850 approach to manual suppression credited manual suppression efforts 
only once the full fire brigade had responded to the fire event.  Based on a review of the fire event 
data, it became clear that many fires are suppressed by personnel who are at the fire when it begins, or 
who arrive at the fire before the full fire brigade.  Thus, the method was adjusted to credit these earlier 
suppression efforts.  As was done in NUREG/CR-6850, the revised technique provides an approach to 
adjust credit for manual suppression based on the time needed for the fire brigade to arrive at the 
location of the fire.  
 
The approach to adjust for plant-specific fire brigade response in the revised analysis lacks the 
simplicity of NUREG/CR-6850, but it is derived largely on an empirical basis to achieve the desired 
behavior.  Two primary data limitations impacted the original NUREG/CR-6850 approach:  (1) often, 
the fire events database does not identify who suppressed the fire, and (2) suppression time, as defined 
in NUREG/CR-6850, was commonly not provided.  Since the FAQ solution treats suppression 
differently from NUREG/CR-6850, this lack of suppression time as defined in the fire events database 
does not affect the FAQ solution.  
 
An enhanced, more complete database would address these limitations, enabling an overall 
improvement in determining suppression probability.  RES and EPRI have embarked upon a program 
to improve the fire events database.  It is expected that this project will lead to more complete 
reporting of higher quality data. 
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